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to
jxs@madeinchina.com

Dear Sir/Madam,

Collective Shout is a grassroots campaigning movement challenging the objectification of
women and s*xualisation of girls. We target corporations, advertisers, marketers and media
which exploit the bodies of women and girls to sell products and services and campaign to
change their behaviour. More broadly we engage in issues relating to other forms of s*xual
exploitation, including the inter-connected industries of p*rnography, prostitution and
trafficking as well as the growing market in the sale of children for Live Distant Child Abuse.

We have led a number of successful global campaigns to rid e-commerce platforms of child

s*x abuse dolls. You can read about our most recent win regarding e-commerce giant

Alibaba here: https://www.collectiveshout.org/mediarelease_alibaba_geoblock

As you know, last week, we uncovered a vast range of child s*x abuse dolls on

Made-in-China.com. Some were modelled off of toddler girls. At least one seller offered

customised dolls created from customer-supplied images.

https://www.collectiveshout.org/mediarelease_alibaba_geoblock


We would like to thank you for your response on Twitter and for taking action to remove

many of them from your platform.

We have documented a number of child sex abuse dolls still available for purchase on

Made-in-China, and note that the suppliers have not been removed.

While we appreciate the action you have taken, we are urging you to go further and conduct

a full audit of your website to remove all child s*x abuse dolls and replica child body parts

(mouths, torsos etc) marketed for men's s*xual purposes, and prevent them from being

re-listed.

We are also urging you to permanently remove and block all child s*x abuse doll suppliers,

knowing that if you do not, they will continue to be able to offer these products through

custom orders facilitated through your platform.

Sincerely,

Melinda Tankard Reist, Movement Director


